May High School Students of the Month

"Let us think of education as the means of developing our greatest abilities, because in each of us there is a private hope and dream which, fulfilled, can be translated into benefit for everyone and greater strength for our nation." ~ John F. Kennedy

Pictured in front (left to right): Mckenzie Weems, Cassie Faldet, Rachel Mathson, Brody Johnson, Carl Wolden
Not Pictured: Reece Danielson

Name: Rachel Mathison, Grade 12
Parents: Euriana & Jason Edevold and Jeremy & Chelsey Mathson
Siblings: Nicole Edevold, Tia (David) Cobalt
School Involvement: Choir
Favorite Class/Activity: Chemistry and Choir
Hobbies/Interests: Reading, Writing, Video games, watching anime
What she likes about CG: “How nice people are”
Future Plans: “A writer or a cook”
Comments: “Rachel is one of those students that can be depended on to do their best! She leads by example and is kind to the younger students in choir--I will miss her very much next year!!”
“Rachel is a pleasant student to have in any class. Always a smile on her face, she offers knowledge and discussion in class conversations and is always working to do her best. Congratulations, Rachel!”
“Rachel has such a great attitude and works hard.”
“Always in a great mood and a pleasure to have in class.”
“Rachel is always attentive and on task.”
Name: Cassie Faldet, Grade 11
Parents: Darwin and Brenda Faldet  Sibling: Kaylee
School Involvement: iMPACT, Band, and basketball
Favorite Class/Activity: US History, American Literature, and Production Management
Hobbies/Interests: Guitar, piano, electronic music, basketball, and anything outdoors
What she likes about CG: “Everyone is respectful”
Future Plans: “I want to be someone people look up to.”
Comments: “Amazing contributor to the world beyond herself. She is picking others up in the midst of them being knocked down. She is an equal opportunity friend, meaning she is willing to treat all with respect that goes above and beyond. She brings others into groups very subtly and she creates safe environments in which others can comfortably be themselves and grow.” “Cassie always has a smile on her face, and is always willing to lend a helping hand.” “Cassie works hard to ensure that she and those around her succeed. She gives help to those who need it in a calm and patient manner.” “Really enjoy have Cassie in class.” “Works hard and does a great job at making sure she understands what is going in.” “Well liked by her peers.” “Cassie is very conscientious about her work. She is a remarkable friend.”

Name: Reece Danielson, Grade 10
Parents: Jill Evje, Chad Danielson  Siblings: Kristian, Keiran, Alexa, Hailey, and Kenzie
School Involvement: Football, Basketball, Track, Iron Bear
Favorite Class/Activity: Football
Hobbies/Interests: Hunting, fishing, riding four-wheeler and snowmobile, sports
What he likes about CG: “All the good people”
Future Plans: “A conservation officer”
Comments: “Reece has participated in each sport and maintained his grades this entire year. He has dedicated himself to working hard at both his athletics and academics.” Striver to do better. Learner of life who applies lessons learned.” “Reece works hard” “Great attitude.” “Pleasure to have in class.”

Name: Brody Johnson, Grade 9
Parents: Shawn & Julie Johnson  Siblings: Bryce
School Involvement: Football, Iron Bear, and Track
Favorite Class/Activity: Geography & Geometry
Hobbies/Interests: Football & Video games
What he likes about CG: “The pepfests”
Future Plans: Unsure

Comments: “A quiet, kind, and jovial leader who simply continues methodically moving ahead in whatever he chooses to become involved in.” “Intentionally respectful.” “Still waters that run deep. A rich enthusiasm about life as he appreciates it unfold.” “Appreciate Brody’s hard work in class and in track.” “Has a great attitude all the time.” “Really enjoy having him in class.” “Great attitude and very respectful.”

Name: Carl Wolden, Grade 8
Parent: Matthew Wolden
Favorite Class/Activity: None
Hobbies/Interests: Art
What he likes about CG: “The people”
Future Plans: “artist”
Comments: “Carl is friendly and shown great improvement this past year academically. Continue to shine.” “A fun, witty student, Carl offers common sense and real-life wisdom to his classes. Congratulations, Carl!” “Good Job Carl!” “Carl has been working hard all year...keep up the good work!”

Name: Mckenzie Weems, Grade 7
Parents: Scott and Jamie Weems Siblings: Tyler, Jax & Hazel
School Involvement: Band
Favorite Class/Activity: Lunch, gym, & history
Hobbies/Interests: “I love to spend time outside and listen to Michael Jackson!”
What she likes about CG: “I like the dances”
Future Plans: “I am not quite sure yet. I am interested in fashion and cooking.”
Comments: “Mckenzie is a student who is very real about who she is and who she wants to be. She’s open-minded and a breath of fresh air when her peers or teachers need. Congratulations, Mckenzie!” “Such a beautiful and respectful young lady.” “Mckenzie goes above and beyond in band. She volunteers to help at every opportunity. She not only takes pride in her own performance but assists others and encourages them to do their best.” “Mckenzie is great to have in class...enjoy her pleasant demeanor and smile” “Well liked by her peers.” “Mckenzie has a great sense of humor and is a hard worker.”